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Executive Summary
Led by the Foundation for Environmental Education, Blue Flag is a world-renowned
international environmental award for beaches, marinas and boats. In order to achieve Blue
Flag status, there are a number of strict environmental, educational, safety, and accessibility
criteria that must be met and maintained (33 in total). These criteria are grouped into 4
themes, which for the purpose of this report, formed the basis for 4 online stakeholder
workshops hosted on the 18th of June 2021: Environmental Education and Information, Water
Quality, Environmental Management and Safety & Services. Key points discussed in the
workshops to address aims are discussed within this report:
o Existing and proposed work that may support the project.
o Stakeholder’s capacity to support the project and new stakeholders to engage with.
o Potential barriers to achieving the award.
o Estimated timeframes for delivery and financial costs (where possible).
As a tourist town with well-established visitor services and beach history, Minehead already
meets criteria within several existing local projects. Minehead's Plastic Free status alongside
the installation of water refill stations and e-scooter pilot for sustainable transport, are all
usually big hurdles for many Blue Flag beach applicants. Further actions set out in this report
to achieve the remaining Blue Flag criteria are both realistic and achievable but require a
coordinated approach to beach management. The establishment of a beach management
group (Criteria 12) as a focal point for beach management is a priority action for Minehead,
helping to address outstanding actions. Whilst the progression for Minehead's bathing water
quality classification from 'good ‘to 'excellent' is a long-term goal, the journey to get there is
even more important.
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Blue Flag Award
Blue Flag Mission: Promote environmental education,
sustainable development of tourism, environmental
management systems and ensure safety and access for
beach users.

Led by the Foundation for Environmental Education, Blue Flag is a world-renowned
environmental award for beaches, marinas and boats. In order to achieve Blue Flag
status, there a number of strict environmental, educational, safety, and accessibility
criteria that must be met and maintained (33 in total), incorporating the following 5
topics:
*The following information has been obtained from the Blue Flag (2021) website.
Education - Central to the ideals of the Blue Flag programme is the aim of connecting the
public with their surroundings and encouraging them to learn more about their
environment.
Information - Informing visitors about the site they are visiting is an essential part of the
Blue Flag programme. This allows people to easily navigate the area and to learn a little
more about the indigenous flora and fauna.
Monitoring - Stringent criteria and regular spot checks help to encourage compliance of
Blue Flag sites, which are also subject to comprehensive control visits.
Management - Appropriate local organisations are selected to implement and enforce the
necessary criteria with a view to ensuring a consistency of the standards which make the
Blue Flag award so trustworthy and valuable.
Safety - Owners/operators of Blue Flag sites must agree to ensure that safety measures are
in place at all times, so that the staff, public and environment remain safe.

“We educate to protect. To protect not just our environment but the people who live in it, the
communities who depend on it, the businesses who profit from it and the ecosystems which rely on
it!” — Sophie Bachet Granados, International Blue Flag Director
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Accreditation Benefits for Minehead
As a Victorian seaside resort with large tourist providers such as Butlins, Minehead has a long
history as an outstanding seaside holiday destination for families, friends, couples and
individuals with a passion for the outdoors. Over the past five years the number of water users
has continued to rise, in particular the outdoor swimming and kite surfing culture. Whilst
COVID-19 brought many challenges, restrictions on travel emphasised the value of
connecting with local nature and engagement in an active lifestyle.
The growth in tourism and water users in Minehead brings local demand for investment into
improving the town to support this growth. Through funding provided by the High Street
Recovery Fund, the Blue Flag Award presents an important project vehicle to improve the
beach environment, water quality, cleanliness, facilities and supports the towns growth and
general recovery from COVID-19.
Whilst the project aim is for Minehead to achieve Blue Flag status and accreditation, the
journey to get there is even more important. The local town council, county council and
district councils alongside statutory and voluntary organisations each have their own
responsibilities in managing Minehead beach. The establishment of a beach management
group as a focal point for beach management is a key action and outcome of the Blue Flag
award, bringing together key stakeholders and helping to continue positive conversations to
protect bathing water quality. This is an essential step towards a more coherent approach for
beach management.
Blue Flag accreditation would provide Minehead with a very constructive self-evaluation and
audit process of water quality, facilities, services and pro-environmental policy and practice.
From a broader perspective, the
achievement of Blue Flag would
help to fill the gap in designated
sites along the southern coast of
the Bristol Channel (Figure 1).
For Minehead to achieve Blue
Flag status, it would not only be
a great asset to the town's
credentials but also encourage
more people to visit this area of
the coastline.

Figure 1: Map to show Blue Flag designated beaches (blue) and marinas (green)
in the United Kingdom. Map sourced from Blue Flag (2021).
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Stakeholder Workshops
Engagement and support from stakeholders and gatekeepers is critical to the success of
achieving Blue Flag accreditation. On the 18th of June 2021, 4 virtual 1hr workshops were
hosted with key stakeholders (Figure 2). Each workshop was centred around the 4 Blue Flag
criteria themes: Environmental Education and Information, Water Quality, Environmental
Management and Safety and Services. The workshops objectives were to:
Introduce the project to stakeholders and obtain initial feedback.
Identify existing and proposed work that may support the project.
Identify existing stakeholders capacity to support the project and new stakeholders to
engage with.
Identify potential barriers to achieving the award.
Estimate timeframes for delivery where possible.
Estimate financial costs where possible.
Facilitators identified stakeholders, as those having a direct interest or involvement with the
project. Invitations were circulated via email, with invitees asked to forward the invitation on to
other relevant stakeholders where possible. Several interested stakeholders could not attend
due to prior commitments, therefore an open invitation was extended to individuals for further
reflections and comments. A recording of the workshop, word document detailing Blue Flag
criteria discussed, key comments and a PowerPoint presentation were circulated to invited
stakeholders.
Information, comments and recommendations made within this report are based upon
stakeholder feedback and suggestions received both during the 4 workshops and email
feedback.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the recorded bathing water quality
stakeholder workshop (Wordley E & Whittaker J, 2021d).
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Criteria:
1. Information about the Blue Flag Programme must
be displayed.
2. Environmental education activities must be offered
and promoted to beach users.

Environmental
Education and
Information

3. Information about bathing water quality must be displayed.

4. Information relating to local eco-systems, environmental elements
and cultural sites must be displayed.
5. A map of the beach indicating different facilities must be displayed.
6. A code of conduct that reflects appropriate laws and/or regulations
governing the use of the beach and surrounding areas must be
displayed.

@MineheadBID

Background and Feasibility:
Environmental information and education criteria already score highly in
Minehead, with a number of local projects and providers including Somerset
Wildlife Trust (SWT), Carymoor Environmental Trust (CET), Plastic Free
Minehead and Litter Free Coast and Sea Somerset (LFCSS) developing and
delivering educational projects and campaigns targeted towards beach
users.
Minehead has also just become a 'Plastic Free Community' and a new
project site for the LFCSS project, with planning for targeted engagement
projects and campaigns already underway. LFCSS are currently piloting an
environmental educational award alongside project partners SWT and CET,
the 'Somerset School Coastal Championships League'. Addressing three
pillars, water, waste and nature the aim of the project is to work with local
schools to make positive changes for local nature, waterways and coastal
environments. Meeting the requirements of Criterion 2, stakeholders should
continue to promote projects such as this within the local community.
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The current beach management structure in Minehead is
complex. The establishment of a new beach management
group (see Environmental Management section pg.10) will
help establish a more coherent approach to beach
management, therefore assist with the installation of a
Blue Flag information board (Criteria 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5) and
development of a beach user code of conduct (Criterion 6).

Environmental
Education and
Information

The Blue Flag information board and associated collateral will need to be
designed and developed collaboratively with stakeholders and external
contractors. Important stakeholders include Wessex Water and Somerset
County Council, who already work alongside SWT on the installation and
maintenance of local conservation boards.
Once established, the beach management group should provide support to
local educational providers in developing and delivering new and existing
campaigns and projects (Criterion 2). Collaborative working and
maintainance of positive working relations will help to ensure criteria within
this section are successfully met.

Estimated Costs: £2,600-2,700
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Environmental
Education and
Information
Estimated Timeframe: 2 months - ongoing

Priority Actions:
Install Blue Flag information board.
Maintain positive relations with existing educational providers, working
collaboratively to develop new targeted campaigns and projects.
Develop a code of conduct.
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Water
Quality

Criteria:
7. The beach must fully comply with the water quality sampling and
frequency requirements.
8. The beach must fully comply with the standards and requirements for
water quality analysis.
9. Industrial, waste-water or sewage-related discharges must not affect the
beach area.
10. The beach must comply with the Blue Flag requirements for the
microbiological parameter Escherichia coli (faecal coli bacteria) and intestinal
enterococci (streptococci).
11. The beach must comply with the Blue Flag requirements for physical
parameters.
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Background and Feasibility:
Most of the above criteria (7, 8, 9 & 11) are already met through the
Environment Agency's statutory responsibility to monitor bathing water quality
under the Bathing Water Directive.
The Environment Agency monitors levels of faecal indicator organisms (FIOs)
in the water to determine the health risk to bathers and the annual
classification for bathing water. Designated bathing waters in England have
tough water quality targets to achieve, with the classifications based on the
analysis of samples taken over a four-year period. The specific FIOs tested for
are Escherichia coli (E. coli) and Intestinal enterococci. To find out more about
bathing water quality and the threshold requirements, visit:
https://environment.data.gov.uk/bwq/profiles/help-understanding-data.htm
(Environment Agency, 2021)
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Water
Quality

Many factors and behaviours can impact bathing water quality, including
storm overflows, sewage outflows, misconnections, human behaviour (i.e.,
pouring fats, oils and greases down the sink or chemicals down surface water
drains), agricultural livestock, dogs, wildlife and birds. Microbial source
tracking would be able to help to track and identify the exact sources of
bacteria at Minehead. Following the identification of key factors affecting
local bathing water quality, targeted campaigns and projects can be
developed to address these issues. However, direct cause and effect cannot be
guaranteed and discussion with representatives from Burnham-on-Sea
(previously undertaken microbial source tracking) would be beneficial to
develop a greater understanding of the accuracy and the processeses involved
before discussed, approved and commissioned by Wessex Water.
Minehead is currently classified as having 'good' bathing water quality under
the Bathing Water Directive, however the requirement to achieve Blue Flag
status is 'excellent'. In order to meet the 'excellent' classification, a number of
improvements must be undertaken.
Improvements to sewage treatment works have already been undertaken in
Minehead; secondary treatment and ultra-violet (UV) disinfection were
installed in 1999. The UV plant is being renewed this year as it has come to
the end of its asset life, however this will not improve bathing water quality, it
will ensure that current performance is maintained.
Wessex Water are currently undergoing bathing water investigation work at 9
sites including Minehead, with a particular focus on storm overflows, aiming
to reduce spill frequency. Findings will be reported by Wessex Water in
September 2022 and if in receipt of funding, improvements will be
undertaken between 2025-2030.
Educational outreach work, to increase public engagement and awareness on
factors impacting bathing water quality is imperative to support the ongoing
structural and investigation work. Local projects such as LFCSS already
develop and deliver targeted campaigns and projects around Somerset to
address public behaviours affecting bathing water quality. It is important that
Minehead and the new beach management group work collaboratively
alongside these types of projects to develop and deliver targeted campaigns
and projects to address priority issues.
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Water
Quality

Priority campaigns identified during the water quality stakeholder workshop
include:
Don’t feed the locals: a campaign to encourage members of the public
not to feed the seagulls, the poo of which can have a large impact on
bathing water quality.
Don’t poop and run: a campaign to encourage responsible dog
ownership (BagItBinIt), dog poo can have a large impact on bathing
water quality.
Only rain down the drain: encouraging only rain down storm water
drains, nothing else.
Misconnections: encouraging members the public to check their plumbing
and drainage for misconnections which can pollute rivers and beaches.

Estimated Costs: To be confirmed

Estimated Timeframe: Ongoing

Priority Actions:
Microbial source tracking:
Discuss process with a representative from Burnham-on-Sea.
Discussed, confirmed and commissioned by Wessex Water.
Arrange a call with LFCSS to discuss roll out of existing and development
of new targeted campaigns and projects to address bathing water quality.
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Criteria:

12. The local authority/beach operator should establish a
beach management committee.
13. The local authority/beach operator must comply with
all laws and/or regulations affecting the location and
operation of the beach.
14. Sensitive areas must be managed.
15. The beach must be clean.
16. Algal vegetation or natural debris must be left on the beach.
17. Waste disposal bins/containers must be available at the beach in adequate
numbers, and they must be regularly maintained.
18. Facilities for the separation of recyclable waste materials must be
available at the beach.
19. An adequate number of toilet or restroom facilities must be provided.
20. The toilet or restroom facilities must be kept clean.
21. The toilet or restroom facilities must have controlled sewage disposal.
22. There must be no unauthorised camping or driving and no dumping on the
beach
23. Access to the beach by dogs and other domestic animals must be strictly
controlled.
24. All buildings and beach equipment must be properly maintained.
25. Marine and freshwater sensitive habitats (such as coral reefs or seagrass
beds) in the vicinity of the beach must be monitored.
26. A sustainable means of transportation should be promoted in the beach
area.

Environmental
Management
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Background and Feasibility:
Within the Environmental Management section, the establishment of a beach
management group (Criteria 12) is a priority action. The current beach
management structure at Minehead is complex, with responsibilities of the
local town council, county council and district councils alongside statutory
and voluntary organisations sometimes undefined.
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Environmental
Management

The establishment of a focal point for management in the
form of a beach management group is important for the
identification
and
prioritisation
of
stakeholder
responsibilities and the achievement of criteria within this
section. A platform to facilitate ongoing positive conversations through this
group is an essential step towards a more coherent approach for beach
management. It is important that the beach management committee
represent a diverse group of stakeholders (i.e. youth representatives, NGOs)
and different viewpoints within the local community to ensure a balanced
and holistic approach to decision making. Without the establishment of a
beach management group it would be very difficult to progress with the
remaining criteria in this section.
The Honeycomb Reef Worm (Sabellaria alveolata) is a feature of conservation
importance found along the coast in Minehead, amongst others. It is
imperative that the beach management group works collaboratively with
relevant stakeholders with expertise in this field (i.e., Inshore Fisheries
Conservation Authorities (IFCA) and SWT) to develop an environmental
management plan (Criterion 14) to protect these habitats and species in the
likely event of increase footfall following Blue Flag accreditation in
Minehead.
Alongside mechanical daily cleans, existing volunteer groups, projects and
local organisations such as Plastic Free Minehead, SWT and the Marine
Conservation Society do a great job in organising and hosting local beach
cleaning events. Addressing Criterion 15, the beach management group
should help to support these existing operations moving forward.
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In Minehead there is already an inflexible dog exclusion
on the main beach (all season), alongside non-excluded
areas with dog friendly signage and dog poo bins east of
Butlins. The beach management group should identify new
ways to engage with dog walkers. For example, launching
LFCSS 'Don't Poop and Run' campaign alongside local dog fouling survey
work. Working with existing volunteer groups such as the 'Somerset Poo
Fighters' led by LFCSS, is important to raise awareness of the issue,
encourage responsible ownership, target dog fouling hotspots and address
Criterion 23.

Environmental
Management

Minehead has already made good progress in taking action to promote
sustainable transport, with a 9-month electric e-scooter pilot currently
underway. Criterion 26 is usually a big hurdle for most beaches aiming to
achieve Blue Flag status.
In order to identify potential actions and investment (financial and time)
needed to meet criteria 17-21, an audit of existing facilities including
toilets/restrooms, beach waste management and recycling needs to be
prioritised. National facilitator Keep Britain Tidy has agreed to carry out an
audit of the beach and facilities in August 2021, date tbc.

Estimated Costs: £3,500
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Environmental
Management
Estimated Timeframe: 3 months - ongoing

Priority Actions:
Establish a beach management group.
Recruit a beach management group administrator.
Beach facilities audit by KBT in August 2021.
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Criteria:
27. Appropriate public safety control measures must be implemented.
28. First aid equipment must be available on the beach.
29. Emergency plans to cope with pollution risks must be in place
30. There must be management of different users and uses of the
beach so as to prevent conflicts and accidents
31. There must be safety measures in place to protect users of the beach,
and free access must be granted to the public.
32. A supply of drinking water should be available at the beach
33. At least one Blue Flag beach in each municipality must have access
and facilities provided for the physically disabled.

Safety and
Services

@MineheadBID

Background and Feasibility
The final workshop emphasised the urgent need to establish a beach
management group in order to coordinate stakeholder responsibilities
around beach management; currently acting as a barrier to criteria
progression within this section. Alongside an audit of facilities by Keep
Britain Tidy, an audit of existing stakeholders and their beach management
responsibilities needs to be undertaken.
Zoning of the beach at Minehead is important to manage the growing
number of water and beach users, likely to increase further following
improvements whilst progressing through the Blue Flag award (Criteria 30).
Currently there are no lifeguards patrolling Minehead beach, with no defined
area for bathers. Designating an area for bathers is essential through zoning,
enabling a controlled area for lifeguard surveillance and to improve beach
safety.
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Whilst there are disabled accessability and facilities provided at Minehead
beach, with disabled ramp access and designated car parking in certain
areas, facilities are limited and access is regularly obscured by sand
(Criterion 33). An external audit by Keep Britain Tidy is necessary to
identify areas to improve disabled facilities and access before signposting
further action.

Safety and
Services

Finally, stakeholders reported the success of the drinking fountain/water
refill station installed in the middle of Minehead beach, successfully
already meeting Criteria 32.

Estimated Costs: Tbc following audit by Keep Britain Tidy

Estimated Timeframe: 3 months - ongoing

Priority Actions:
Disabled facilities and access audit - August 2021
Audit of stakeholder responsibilities around beach management.
Develop a beach management plan.
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Timeline for Blue Flag
Accreditation
DESCRIPTION OF WORK
SCOPING REPORT

EXPECTED
DATE
JULY 2021

MINEHEAD BEACH AND FACILITIES AUDIT
By Keep Britain Tidy (KBT)

AUGUST 2021

33 CRITERIA ACTIONED

SEPTEMBER 2021

33 CRITERIA COMPLETE

JANUARY 2022 - ONGOING

APPLICATION SUBMITTED TO KBT

APPLICATION WINDOW
NOVEMBER - JANUARY

APPROVAL FROM KBT
BLUE FLAG ACCREDITATION RECIEVED
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Overall Cost Estimates
ACTIONS

ESTIMATED
COSTS

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION AND INFORMATION CRITERIA

£2,700

WATER QUALITY CRITERIA

TBC

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT CRITERIA

£3,500

SAFETY AND SERVICES CRITERIA

TBC

BLUE FLAG APPLICATION PROCESS

£729

TOTAL

£6,929

First Year Costings
Design, production and installation of a Blue Flag information board.

£700

Microbial source tracking.

TBC

Annual Costings
Beach management group (administrator, resources, sundries, venue)
Blue Flag administration process.
Training of personal and tourist service providers in environmental
practices.
Ongoing beach facility and infrastructure improvement work.

£3,500
£729
£2,000
TBC
*ALL FIGURES EXCLUDE VAT
IF APPLICABLE

*Please note that there are additional costs beyond the scope of this report. For example, a
coordinated approach to management is required to achieve 'excellent' bathing water quality
standards at Minehead, including investigation and infrastructure improvement work by Wessex
Water, alongside ongoing collaboration with local partners to promote positive behaviour
change.
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